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Abstract: With British and Romanian critics alike, Paul Neagu (1938-2004) ranked 
as possibly the most important Romanian sculptor since Brancusi. A sequence of 
citations is provided which articulate into a professional portrait of the artist. 
Despite favorable critical response, Neagu‟s work seemed to elude analysis, with 
the result that the sculptor was to remain to the end of his days a lonely island. 
Drawing on a monograph published one year before the artist‟s death, the essay 
outlines a line of visual discourse in Neagu‟s work that may account for his rank 
and status in posterity. An attentive reader of philosophy, he appears to have 
correctly identified and evaluated the roots of Brancusi‟s artistic excellence only to 
engage into the challenging project of cultivating the same vein of thought. 
Brancusi emphatically claimed that his work was respectful of the language of 
materials. Underlying the sheer beauty of shapes, the spectator‟s eye was 
challenged to read and understand the discourse of materials. This innovative use 
of materials as bearers of meaning may be conceptualized as hylesic symbolism (gr. 
hyle standing for material). While with Brancusi hylesic discourse is usually 
illustrated in autonomous compositions, Neagu made it his contribution to create 
cycles of works as strings of hylesic metaphors on one given material (steel, wood, 
bronze). He thereby succeeded to highlight the scope of the artistic current 
Brancusi may be credited to have launched in 20th century art.  
 

Keywords: Paul Neagu, nine catalytic stations, hylesic symbolism, hermeneutics, 
abstract sculpture, Brancusi. 

 

 
A question Paul Neagu seems to have persistently asked himself through 
the later part of his career in the UK was about the lack of consistent critical 
response to his work. In a letter to his friend and critic Mel Gooding, he 
asked: “Have you „new words‟ to describe my un-English catalytic sculpture? 
The (first) analogical (modern) sculpture in the world stands in a garden in 
Colchester and no one dare touch it.” (Gooding 2015, 11)  

As Mel Gooding was to explain later, “Neagu‟s artistic project, was of a 
kind alien to the emphatically empirical modes of modern British art (…) 
variously characterized by natural analogies and by a direct engagement with 
the visible world, the world of appearances, and above all, by its avoidance 
of metaphysical symbolism” (Ibidem).  
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Surely, something like a fracture in Neagu‟s career is to be noticed by the 
end of the 70‟s, when he rather unexpectedly ceased to show up in buoyant 
performances as often as he had used to. But the reason for this, as Charles 
Stephens put it, was the sculptor‟s growing “engagement with the philo-
sophical roots of the „postmodern‟ condition (rather than) with its dizzy and 
glittering surface”. The art which Neagu created after the 1970s “was more 
engaged with the work of philosophers like Nietzsche, Heidegger and 
Derrida than with the, often meretricious, productions of the contemporary 
art world of the 1980s and 1990s” (Stephen 2003, 16).  

 

 

Generative Code/Art, 1976, drawing poster, ink on paper 

 
David Brett locates Neagu‟s work “in the full flow of one of the most 
important currents of modern art; that which springs out of the dialectic of 
Mind and Material (...) We are in the lineage of Brancusi, Malevich, Gabo 
and their ilk. It is the lineage, notes Brett, that most of what today passes 
for „post-modern‟ neglects to its cost and which is incomparably serious” 
(Brett 1989).  

Several qualified assessments may be cited to compose a profile. “If 
someone asked me, writes Andy Christian, to say in a single word what Paul 
Neagu‟s sculptures were about, I would say energy. Energy compacted into 
the points of his Hyphens or bursting out of the star-shaped Fusions. They 
seem to be generators of an unseen force.” (Christian 1980) William Varley 
describes Neagu as being a manifesto artist. “I believe that his fundamental 
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drive to produce an art that is „the most expressive of all philosophies‟ is 
crucial to him, distinguishing his activities, as he sees it, from that of  
gratuitous, self-referring abstraction. (…) He remains for me one of the 
artists of sternest integrity working in Britain today.” (Varley 1978) 

 

 

Endlessedge Hyphen (TAO),  
Welded mild steel, 510 cm in height, Guilin, South China 

 
His career as a teacher was no less remarkable. “Neagu‟s influence has been 
persuasive, notices John McEwen. It is surely no coincidence that almost all 
the best-known British sculptors of the 1980s and 1990s – Cragg, Deacon, 
Gormley, Houshiary, Kapoor, Langlands & Bell, Whiteread – experienced 
his teaching.” (McEwen 1998) Early work by Neagu, as Richard Demarco 
pointed out, “resisted definition in merely aesthetic terminology. The objects 
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in that room [Richard Demarco Gallery, 1969] demanded to be considered 
as receptacles of a spiritual energy. They were containers re-organizing the 
European race memory.” (Demarcco 1988, 2 and 11)  

When considering the bulk of such statements, one needs to emphasize 
that they originate from British critics showing little reserves to Neagu‟s 
style and achievements. Favorable critical response to Neagu‟s work in the 
UK failed however to be supported by substantial analytical argument. Not 
unlike Brancusi, Neagu was to remain to the end of his days a lonely island.  

In Neagu‟s Hyphens, noted Donald Kuspit, “symbolic meaning is piled 
upon symbolic meaning, all eloquently supported by the thin, seemingly frail 
legs of the structure. Neagu cloaks the work in conceptual enigma, but in 
and of itself it is enigmatic – its genuinely enigmatic form is Neagu's true 
achievement.” (Kuspit 1998, 23)  

 

 

Group of Catalytic Sculpture, 1988, wood, canvas, gesso 

 
Ironically, some of the sculptor‟s strivings to motivate his approach may 
have unwillingly deepened perplexity with his critics. “My aesthetic search, 
points out Neagu, inscribes itself in a larger cosmogonic movement which 
is called academically „a visual hermeneutics‟ or simply „tossing Fish over 
Gate‟.” (Neagu 1981, 2) 

It may be remembered how aphorisms by Brancusi also seemed quite 
hazy at first sight, only to eventually reveal themselves as highly coherent 
and uppermost bold to the open minded. Likewise, there is a gravity in 
Neagu‟s statements which is meant to challenge routines. “The eye is 
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fatigued, perverted, shallow, its culture is degenerate, degraded and super-
annuated, seduced by photography, film, television…” (Neagu 1969, 1) 
Here are some more citations from Neagu on the same topic: “What I call 
catalytic sculpture, if it must be emphatically expressed, is that category of 
sculpture which wants to avoid optical primacy.” (Neagu 1999, 2) Or: “For 
me sculpture is neither a decorative activity nor a whimsical preoccupation, 
but a highly specialized language which reflects matters of crucial importance 
about humans and their relationships.” (Chaimovicz 198?, 3)  

 

 

Anthropocosmos, psychotechnic human concept, 1973, drawing 
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Anthropocosmos, a cycle initiated in 1969, made up of an impressive number 
of small boxes, opened up a daring Œdipian and/or Cartesian project to 
explore the unseen face of the sphere of knowledge, the one governed by 
symbolic thinking. While challenging routines in the visual arts, the artist 
was embarking on a quest for knowledge in an area beyond direct visual 
perception. And to do so, he paradoxically chose to rely on minimal units as 
is common with scientific knowledge. “True abstraction frees human 
thought and human nature in artwork. (…) To show the glance without 
showing the eye – that is the challenge.” (Neagu 1996, 5) 

Despite apparent hermetism, these are powerful statements and they 
invite a steady effort to apprehend the sculptor‟s idiom. Shere re-reading 
them several times may considerably help reaching to their underlying 
meanings. And once turned transparent to the mind, statements abruptly 
get an inner intensity as if they were shouted out. “Throughout these years, 
while working on the idea of doing (things) that have not been done so far, 
I believed in a hierarchy of the significance of signs that might be correlated 
to a hierarchy of the quality of substances.” (Neagu and Omescu 1996, 11) 

Our contention is that two apparently hermetic projects, Brancusi‟s and 
Bachelard‟s, are hyphenated in Negu‟s work, and their respective aims are 
most excitingly revealed as complimentary to each other (Stircea-Craciun 
2013, 469-490). On the one hand Brancusi‟s revolution in sculpture was 
assessed as unanalysable and unclassifiable (Rowell 1995, 38; 48), and on the 
other hand, Bachelard‟s writings were similarly referred to as “paradoxical 
philosophy” (Wunenburger 2012, 15).  

 

 

Paul Neagu and his first Hyphen, “The Subject Generator”, 
Oxford Museum of Modern Art, 1975 
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“An early intuition called „subject generator‟, writes Neagu, was drafted, 
shifted, built, destroyed and re-drawn hundreds of times, (...) re-enforced, 
lost several times, refunded as fulcrum and meeting point between subject 
and object, as sculpture and idea. It rounds up the libido, ego and the self in 
one contemporary symbol.” (Neagu 1985, 3) The Hyphen, a table resting on 
three hook-like legs, initially used to display various objects, all of a sudden 
acquired a new status to him, and he presented it as a subject generator, i.e. an 
austere muse meant to inspire a late 20th century artist. 

Neagu‟s wooden Hyphens look different from his steel Hyphens or his 
bronze Hyphens, though they all manifestly derive from a common module. 
As such, they are meant to challenge the viewer to question what material 
specificity is about. With his stated interest in substances and materials, 
Neagu‟s tacit allegiance to Brancusi can be readily established. Brancusi 
explicitly recommended that a material “should not be subdued to satisfy 
preconceived ideas and forms. A material should suggest by itself the theme 
of a composition and its shape. And both of these were to come from 
within, not to be imposed from the outside.” (Middleton 1923, 16-17)  

 

 

Epagoge, 1993, bronze, dimensions 1.50 x 2.00 m 

 
Having retained their specific qualities on earth for millions of years, 
materials qualify as fixed points within culture at large. They are containers 
of cultural information. In the evolution of human thought, earth, stone, 
water, wood, fire have provided the source of the most reliable landmarks, 
and it may be safely anticipated that there are unlimited reserves of aesthetic 
vitality in the material messages of art, if only because human experience of 
materials is infinite. (Stircea-Craciun 2007, 51)  
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In previous contributions, we came forward with the concept of 
hylesic symbolism (from the Greek hyle standing for matter) to designate 
visual discourse expressed in material language rather than shape language. 
(Stircea-Craciun 1986, 54) In hylesic codification (hyle, Greek, material), 
materials are not simply used as passive support of shape and color, they 
emerge as the focus of the work.  

While Brancusi pioneered hylesic symbolism in autonomous composi-
tions, where the novelty of the idea made it difficult to have it fully grasped, 
Bachelard chose to explore material imagination in poetry and prose, that is, 
in one particularly arid area for such pursuits – as literary texts are bound to 
be subjective. In an outstanding attempt to further challenge this indetermi-
nacy, Paul Neagu initiated what might be called an intensive approach in 
hylesic symbolism. In the cycle Nine Catalytic Stations (1975-1987), also dubbed 
“A tale of the Spiral”, the artist exalts material attributes within one of his 
most ambitious sculptural projects. Each Catalytic Station is intended as a 
sculptural metaphor for the human experience of iron. This is strikingly the 
case with the Stations resembling a knife or plough. Yet Neagu does not limit 
himself to focusing on recognizable objects. His interest is in commenting 
on how iron and its cutting standards impacted ways of thinking. Hyphen as 
a sculptural form, is “the true materialization of an epistemological meta-
phor”. (Neagu 1979, 7) Hyphen is “a sculptural tool” designed to generate 
shapes but also, and more importantly, to probe knowledge.  

 

 

Nine Catalytic Stations, 1975-1987, 
Installation at Traquire House, Scotland, September 1988 
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Several Catalytic Stations suggest that iron implements may have spread standards 
of “penetrability” or “sharpness” or “rigor” that were later to contaminate 
abstract operations in the human mind. In others, Neagu goes so far as to 
discriminate a sequence of broad cultural models. It lies with the viewer to 
respond to the challenge and question the capacity of the Stations to 
resonate with European history (Helenic culture and its dream of undivided 
harmony, the Middel Ages and its obsession with good and evil, modernity 
and its awareness of the polyvalent nature of truth). 

Nine Catalytic Stations needs to be acknowledged as setting forth an 
emphatically materialistic founding myth, addressed to present day Europe 
as well as to all civilisations across the world, and define in new terms a 
promisse for strenghthened human harmony.  
 

* 
 

“When I started to meditate about the beauty of materials – writes Gaston 
Bachelard –, I was suprised to notice the striking absence of considerations 
on the material cause in the deliberations of writers in aesthetics. The 
capacity of materials to highlight individuality thus seemed underestimated. 
Why is it that the individual as a notion is steadily associated with a shape? 
In a deeper sense, individuality is right from beginning inherent in any 
material, whatever the quantity of it.” (Bachelard 1942, 8) Bachelard‟s thesis 
on material imagination served to spotlight an enormous gap in European 
aesthetics. For over two thousand years, Bachelard pointed out, philosophy 
had ignored the material cause, i.e. the prime and first of Aristotle‟s four 
causes – i.e. material, formal, efficient and final.  

On the other hand, it needs to be reminded that a similar reconsideration 
of materials had been initiated two decades earlier by Brancusi. “Matter has 
its own individuality, that we cannot destroy as we please, but we can only 
make it speak its own language.” (Dation Brancusi 2003, 86) Brancusi‟s 
artistic vision is aimed to counter the millenary old definition of sculpture as 
shape language and to replace it with a new one, where sculpture is to be 
defined in terms of material language.  

This momentous shift was clearly meant by Brancusi to strengthen the 
status of modern art at a worldwide level. For, indeed, while shape is 
basically associated to an ethnic background or specificity, materials stand 
out as a global common wealth.  

More importantly, quests to achieve perfect shapes contribute to round 
up aesthetic knowledge, while harnessing expressive energies inbuild in 
materials are headed to substantiate ethic knowledge. 

To give imagination a free scope, the hylesic revolution in sculpture, as 
initiated by Brancusi and worldwidely supported this far by five generations 
of artists claiming a Brancusian ascendancy may be promissed to pave the 
road to a progressive bridging together into a common structure of the 
ethical systems underlying ethnic and cultural diversity. 
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Triple Starhead, 1987, stainless steel, 5m high 

 
* 

 
It is time to revert to a previous citation from David Brett, referring to Paul 
Neagu‟s creation as positioned “in the full flow of one of the most 
important currents of modern art”. History will never cease to produce 
enticing paradoxes. To David Brett, and not just to him, one of the most 
important currents in modern art does not have a name!  

Paul Neagu ranks with the few who realized that for what may be called 
hylesic symbolism to be fully acknowledged, critical mass of information 
needed to be supplied, like in nuclear reactions. To achieve this goal, the 
visual discourse had to be inscribed not in singular compositions but in 
comprehensive cycles of works.  
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Neagu‟s creation and Neagu‟s contributions still lack adequate apprecia-
tion and rating. We are slowly coming to acknowledge a prominent even if 
distinct postmodernist dimension in his strivings. However, one sound 
statement to be made is about Nine Catalytic Stations marking a threshold 
in 20th century art history. (Stircea-Craciun 2016, 357) Maybe, further 
anonymity imposed on hylesic, i.e. material, i.e physical (irrespective of 
metaphysical) symbolism is bound to turn anachronistic.  
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